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Chairman Klein: Opened the hearing on SB 2179. All members were present.  
 
Senator Judy Lee, District 13: See attachments #1 for testimony in support of the bill. (See 
attachment #2 for proposed amendments to the bill).  
 
(6:05)Chairman Klein: Give us an example that you would use to explain this, how this 
happened and why we should do this? 
 
Senator Lee: A few sessions ago, two sisters came to the human services committee. They 
were embarrassed and nervous to speak to the committee. Their parents needed help 
around the farmstead. A caregiver couple moved in and helped out the older parent couple. 
They helped around outside and inside the house. They became good friends with the 
caregiver couple. Then the lady of the farm couple passed away, and the gentleman was 
lonely and grief stricken and the relationship between him and the caregiver couple grew 
even closer. Especially between the lady, and I don’t mean anything untoward. But he was 
in the house and she was in the house and she was very supportive. And gradually over a 
period of time, the daughters had recently discovered that all of the land and all of the liquid 
assets had been transferred to the names of the caregivers. It’s a big deal. And they’d gone 
to the state’s attorney and hoped that they could have something done, and they couldn’t 
because he had not been declared incompetent. He really wasn’t, he was affected by the 
circumstances obviously. There was nothing that they could do and it’s all lost. The other on 
is a situation in which the evil brother ended up manipulating a circumstance in which several 
very expensive sports cars as well as all of the land and liquid assets were taken from the 
person who owned them and so he didn’t have five bucks to buy a coke. And in addition kept 
his lifelong companion, a ladyfriend he’d had for a very long time, away from visiting with him 
which is another issue entirely, and theres another bill you’ll be hearing on the floor before 
the session’s over about process for that. But when we’re talking over seven figures of stolen 
assets, and the value of other personal property that was taken, and this fellow had some 
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early dementia, but when he was warned by other people before they really restrained the 
ability of anyone to visit with him, that this was going on, he couldn’t believe that his closest 
living relative could possibly do anything wrong. And in North Dakota, if you haven’t been 
declared incompetent, you can do whatever you want with your money. If you want to give it 
all to Orville Roberts, my kids can’t tell me I can’t do that. I get that. But this is a little different 
circumstance when there is a vulnerability that meets the statute. And yeah, if I want to give 
it to the dog, I can do that.  
 
Chairman Klein: And in this case who do you see as the gatekeeper to this? 
 
Senator Lee: The bank or the brokerage, because this was before the brokerage language, 
the brokerage lender could have intervened when these transfers were taking place, and 
been able to have a hold on the property, that’s really what this calls for, for the transaction. 
For a brief and appropriate period of time. The process is there, in the bill, so that it doesn’t 
impede the right to have a legitimate transfer. My dad was a bank director and a similar thing 
happened, because there was an older brother and sister, with a lot of money because they 
never spent any. And elderly, and they were living not only modestly but they weren’t cleaning 
or anything anymore. And at a bank directors meeting he noticed that there were regular 
checks that were going out to this one person whose name was unfamiliar, which isn’t odd, 
but in a small town you kind of watch this stuff. And it turns out someone was pretending to 
be an insurance agent and getting, ya know it might be $300 now, it might be $400 to weeks 
from now. Stopping by an visiting, he was friendly, and so a little more informally, they were 
able to help set things up in a little better way and take care of these people better to. But 
that stuff’s going on all the time. So we recognize the need for rights to privacy, we recognize 
the needs for any of us to be able to transfer assets as we might choose, but in these cases, 
the intent of the owner was not necessarily the way it went and unscrupulous people and 
unfortunately, often it is a family member. It’s just unbelievable to me.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: I recall several of these things last time. In the case of the first one, were 
they a couple off the street, did they have any credentials? Were they licensed by any agency 
to provide this caretaking?  
 
Senator Lee: They weren’t just sort of off the street, they were a couple that may have, the 
family was looking for somebody to help. Having gone through that with my dad when he 
was having some early memory issues, and looking for somebody in a small community to 
come in and do a little help during the day, planning to pay them, we couldn’t find anybody. 
And those of you who have been on Human Services, when we’re talking about providing 
home and community based services, but where are you gonna find them in a frontier 
county? And this place was one of the most rural areas, so they had found a couple who was 
willing to do the work. It may or may not have been somebody they knew, but there was no 
licensing, you don’t have to be licensed to be paid to go and help somebody out. And it was 
one of those, you know we kind of trust each other more in North Dakota, and you just can’t 
imagine anybody being so awful that they would take advantage of an older couple like this.   
 
Senator Piepkorn: This illustrates the difference between a big town and a rural area 
because in a bigger city there are organizations and people that are authorized or 
credentialed, and licensed to provide that kind of care. And vetted, have backgrounds. It just 
illustrates the more vulnerable people can be in the rural settings. 
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Senator Lee: I agree that it’s a bigger challenge in finding people in the rural areas. But there 
are a lot of people in the larger towns, that also are just looking for someone you know. 
Maybe they are notifying in their churches or maybe they’re putting an ad in the paper or 
maybe they’re answering an ad in the paper.   
 
Chairman Klein: Evil brothers are sprinkled everywhere; so we face them wherever we’re 
at whether its rural or you know. I would suggest that in the rural community you know your 
neighbors but you also know the ones that are taking advantage and say you know that just 
ain’t right. But what do you do about it, the children are glad somebody is taking care of them. 
I’ve gone through that with trying to be the holder of the grocery bill till the end of the month. 
And then the family comes and pays and how come she’s buying this and what are they 
feeding, and I’m like I’m just holding the check so you don’t have to pay for it until the end of 
the month. But yet, trying to be that mediator is difficult but you know those folks and so 
anyway.   
 
Rick Clayburgh, President/CEO, North Dakota Bankers Association: Testified in support 
of the bill. I’m handing out two documents for the committee. I do want to just tell you that in 
the past, the NDBA has been opposed to mandatory reporting requirements. And with 
Senator Lee’s bill here now, SB 2179, it’s an actually voluntary. This first document I handed 
out (Attachment #3), starts at chapter 6-08.1, we actually have code in North Dakota that 
deals. There are three sections of code, in the banking statute, in the vulnerable adult, and 
also in the criminal code on how a bank reports suspicious activity now on financial 
exploitation. The bill itself, and in talking to Senator Lee, we discovered that the bill is taken 
after, modeled after, the Tennessee law on financial exploitation. The bill was drafted in 
Tennessee by the Tennessee Bankers Association, and they worked with their bankers, they 
worked with folks in the community on coming together and putting a piece of legislation 
together that would work in Tennessee. And it’s almost verbatim here. And as we look at it, 
our bankers have reviewed the bill over the weekend, during the last few days and for the 
most part, are supportive of what the bill is doing because, again, its voluntary but it provides 
some more specific framework on how the bank handles issues whether it’s on a hold or 
dealing with the power of attorney and there’s a little more clarity to the legislation. On the 
handout that I’ve given you on 2179 (Attachment #4), you’ll see on the top I did not put it into 
amendment form but you can see where it says suggested amendments. (See attached for 
suggested changes stated in testimony).  
 
20:40Senator Piepkorn: What would be the circumstances where a young teller would be 
put into this position?  
 
Rick: Person coming into the bank to cash a check. Make a deposit or a withdrawal. Could 
be anything. 
 
Chairman Klein: So amongst the tellers, they might say well that’s strange, why would they 
be doing this. Is that where that good faith, um, they would then go on to tell somebody inside 
that something doesn’t look kosher here? 
 
Rick: Correct. And the terminology with good faith, has to do with liability, there’s immunity 
from liability for acting in good faith or acting reasonably. But on the good faith side, there 
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are times, and Senator Lee’s second example was a very good example of that issues, the 
banker caught there was something not right with that transaction. On that first issue on the 
conveyance of real property and all those things, that would’ve never been caught cause 
that’s not at the bank level. That would’ve be at an attorney level or some other area in our 
economy. And in a small town, you know people talk, people know what goes on in a 
community, but there may be a situation where a widower who has been going to the café 
for 30 years and the waitress at the café is probably the nicest person to him and he’s in total 
control of his faculties. According to the definition here he’s 65 and older but maybe he’s not 
considered vulnerable, he wants to give some money to this person. Should that be the 
seventeen year old teller making that determination? That this isn’t looking right. So that issue 
of that good faith is more, in good faith, the bank is trying to ensure it’s not happening. Cause 
everyone at the bank probably is aware that kids in the family never see him, don’t talk to 
him ya know except there just worried about what’s going to be in the estate at the end of his 
life.  And this individual is taking time and is important in his life. So there are fact patterns 
on both sides of this issue, we just ensuring that the bank is operating in good faith to try to 
protect their customer. But we don’t necessarily want to put a reasonable standard because 
reasonable at one bank might be a different issue. And good faith is the current terminology 
in our current law. (See Attachment #4 for continued changes).   

 
(23:51)Chairman Klein: And Rick this is after we implement the amendments, this and your 
changes will make it extremely good? 
 
Rick: Yes, we’ve signed on to both. We’ve talked with Mr. Grossman and we like the 
amendments. It’s more palatable to us, you’ll see that I’ve actually signed in support of the 
bill. We’ve been hearing back from our bankers over the last few days that they like it and 
originally we oppose any mandatory because that causes issues with our regulators, both 
state and federal there’s a lot of things that come into play that mandatory reporting can really 
be a problem. I would ask a question of the committee, what we’re not certain of, is we do 
have three provisions of code that deal with financial exploitation and the role that a financial 
institution plays, how is all that melded together? Do we keep those? Cause this bill does not 
have any repeelers in it. Its just starting new sections. How is all that gonna work together? 
If we get this as cleaned up as we can we’d like to do it in the senate, but we certainly if it 
goes over to the house we can do further housekeeping to clean it up but there could be 
some confusion.  
 
Chairman Klein: We’re gonna do what we can to work this out the next week or two and go 
from there. And we want to make sure everybody’s on board, Senator Lee. You said 
palatable, that doesn’t mean you really like it.  
 
Rick: I told you I signed in as supporting it, that will be our position. It’s not officially our 
position yet cause I still have to take it to our legislative committee but our bankers like it. 
We’ve heard from a couple of bankers that do believe that it’s a little more cumbersome but 
mostly they’ve said they like it better than the current statute. 
 
(26:48)Parrell Grossman: See attachment #5 for testimony in support of the bill.  
 
(37:40)Chairman Klein: So with your amendments and the Clayburgh notes, you’ve had an 
opportunity to see those notes and you’re okay with them? 
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Parrell: I just reviewed them very briefly but as he described them I think I’m okay, if I had 
some concerns I would immediately bring it to the committee’s attention. We’re on board with 
the idea of good faith.  
 
Chairman Klein: So an accommodation of your amendments and his amendments we’ll get 
this thing pretty good? Unless there’s other comments.  
 
Parrell: I would say better than looking pretty good. I just want to address some of the 
comments made earlier. We, a colleague and I, spent hours this morning perusing the 
statutes, while their definitely are some similarities. There’s nothing in any of those statute 
that are inconsistent. I’m not saying that with hours of work we couldn’t tweak it more but, 
there appears to be no overlap. If that’s what the committee wants to do, I don’t recommend 
it, I don’t think it’s necessary. One of that statutes mentioned was 32-03.55 which deals with 
immunity for report of suspected exploitation of disabled or vulnerable adults, it talks about a 
report of suspected exploitation of a disabled adult or a vulnerable elderly adult, it doesn’t 
mention anything about an eligible adult which under this legislation if enacted would include 
65 years and older. In fact it doesn’t include any definitions so you would need some 
definitions, instead I think everything you need to know and everything we need to know or 
the banks would need to know would be contained in the new language in the proposed 
legislation. The other legislation mentioned was 50-25.2 that refers to vulnerable adult 
protection services. That statute referenced abuse, primarily, there’s one reference or so to 
financial exploitation and financial exploitation, it’s much more narrower than what we’ve 
captured in the new law and its certainly doesn’t include the addition that makes this whole 
idea and clarifies what a wrongful taking is. There is no definition of eligible adult so again 
wouldn’t capture that person 65 or older. It uses a more narrow definition of vulnerable adult, 
and like for instance I should say in 50-25.203 is uses a more narrow definition of vulnerable 
adult and it addresses when a vulnerable adult has been subject to abuse or neglect that 
does not include financial exploitation. So with that I would just say we’re really completely 
comfortable. One other thing I should point out is some of the proposed changes in 608.1-03 
the duty of confidentiality, I think probably that the financial exploitation definition is covered 
in there. I guess the old subsection 7 made it clear under what circumstances that could be 
included.  
 
Chairman Klein: We have what we believe is amendments, there’s clarification, I think 
there’s direction now. And I know Senator Lee will work with you and the banker’s groups to 
refine and make sure Mr. Clayburgh’s issues have been addressed.  
 
Senator Piepkorn: How will this bring us in comparison to other states? Are we gonna 
exceed other states? Or is it just going to bring us up to where other places had already been 
operating? 
 
Parrell: I couldn’t say, I think it would position us well into the higher levels of protections for 
those kind of categories that relate to consumer fraud and I believe it will do the same for 
those kinds of potential fraud from caregiver, family members, strangers, I’m sorry that I can’t 
give you a specific answer but we will be with Tennessee anyways.   
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(43:58)Mike Chausee, Associate State Director for Advocacy with AARP North Dakota: 
see attachment #6 for testimony in support of the bill.  
 
(46:58) to answer Senator Piepkorn: question about other states, When we see these bills 
we send them up and see what we hear back from the guys in DC, and they’re pleased with 
this one. The only suggestions we heard were that there were task forces in other states 
working on this and then increased training.  
 
Chairman Klein: Well my neighbor lady, you know these troubled youths, her grandson 
called and asked her for bail money and the older lady said well I thought you were working 
and she said no no I’m in jail grandma. And then there’s an old bachelor down the road who 
never married and when they said well your grandson’s in jail and he said well keep going, 
sucking them in, and then he said well finally I’ve never been married. You know if I have a 
grandson I certainly don’t know anything about him and then the guy hung up. But yes there’s 
a lot of issues out there.   
 
Jeff Olson, Credit Union Association of the Dakotas/neutral: 2179 is legislation with 
great intentions. Credit union members are owners and we care about their financial 
wellbeing and financial health. We are not here to oppose any exploitation laws, but this bill 
as presented is confusing and clarity is key, we do appreciate that we’re removing the liability 
and exposure for credit unions. We’re already doing many things to prevent exploitation of 
our members, the bill as introduced requires some additional reporting and the timing 
requirements holding the ten day requirements is kind of a concern and I did bring someone 
that can address that that deals with it on a practical sense so I’ll be brief in my comments. 
But we’re also pleased that the term reasonable is removed, and we haven’t seen the 
amendments don’t know what’s in it so I won’t speak to that. But again, it would’ve been nice 
if the senator had reached out to us ahead of time, that when we’re dealing with exploitation, 
that we all could’ve gotten together ahead of time and gotten this all worked out. As far as 
the ten-day timing I’d like to turn it over to an expert witness, if that’s okay with the chairman.  
 
Chairman Klein: Yeah, that’ll be okay, I’d ask that you’d work with the other stakeholders so 
that when we hear the amendments, we’re sure everybody is gonna be on the same page.  
 
Jon Griffin, Risk Manager, Capital Credit Union/neutral: Capital Credit Union has 30,000 
members across North Dakota. We have branches in Bismarck, Mandan, Hazen, Beulah, 
New Salem, and Fargo. Mr. Grossman touched on the majority of the examples I was going 
to share, but I can tell you that this does happen. We run into it on a monthly basis. There 
has been a major uptick in the last few years. A couple of things that I have concerns about, 
as time’s gone on we’ve changed our practice with identifying this. In the past we would allow 
the transactions to go through, we would have the conversations with the members at the 
time to try to talk them out of sending the money or completing the transaction. We have 
taken on a hard and fast approach, that basically says if we’ve identified it and believe it to 
be elder financial abuse or potential fraud, we will cut that transaction off completely. 
Obviously those exchanges are not fun, and we’ve had a lot of people worked up and we’ve 
actually had people close out accounts. But in good conscience we’re working and trying 
hard to work on behalf of our members. With that being said, under page 4 number six, the 
way that that states and the way that I read it, that’s basically telling us that if we stop that 
transaction, we have to let that transaction go through with the lesser of those three items on 
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there. The ten-day period which I don’t believe ten days long enough. Reasonable believe 
did not result in an exploitation. And then number three if we’ve made them aware of the 
risks, and a lot of times we do have those conversations and we talk to the members about 
the risk behind it, and they still want to send that money and complete that transaction. 
Another piece is the liability one, I really appreciate allowing in the century code that we can 
talk to family members, my concern is from the North Dakota century code stand point, if we 
put that in there that’s great, but we also have to follow federal regulations. And Gramm, 
Leach, Bliley is very specific about what we can do with privacy and the way that I read this 
bill we could not reach out to family members based on that privacy point. The last piece I 
would like to make is on that timing piece, we have to let North Dakota health and human 
services, we’ve got that ten-day period in there. My feeling would be that the investigation 
and all that is going to take longer than that ten days. In my mind that investigation is done 
as soon as we have determined it to be a fraudulent transaction or potential elder financial 
abuse.  
 
Chairman Klein: This sounds favorable but with some modifications? 
 
Jon: Yes, absolutely. Not opposed at all.  
 
Chairman Klein: I think we’ve all, and the one that comes to mind is the story of the old guy 
who never married and who grew close to the cashier at the bank and they became very 
good friends and they would have lunch together and after he passed away, wouldn’t you 
know the cashier at the bank was the heiress. And there were cousins and brothers but no 
direct family. Anyway I thought that was interesting.  Alright well you’ve heard what I’ve asked 
and work with Senator Lee because she’ll want to approve whatever we pass anyways. And 
the couple of ideas that the credit unions mentioned maybe you can work with that. And with 
that I will close the hearing on 2179.  
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Relating to the prevention of financial exploitation; and to a financial institution's duty of 
confidentiality. 

Minutes:                                                 Att. #1  

Chairman Klein: Opened the committee work session on SB 2179 

 
Parrell Grossman, Director, Consumer Protection and AntiTrust Division, Office of 
Attorney General: discussed the amendment put together by he and Senator Judy Lee. 
See attachment #1 for necessary changes. There were no other changes beside those we 
had discussed by the committee.  
 
(6:25)Chairman Klein: And the bankers like this? You think we ironed this out? 
 
Parrell: Correct. She does like this. And happy to have the bankers’ support.  
 
Senator Kreun: Out the two pages of amendments, you said page 4 line 4 was a major 
change and what else?  
 
Parrell: Page 5 lines 14-15 which relates to the sharing of information with family members. 
Otherwise just a lot of changes from a reasonable cause to a good faith belief. Which makes 
much more sense in terms of the duties of financial institutions.   
 
Senator Kreun: Move a do pass to adopt the amendment.  
 
Senator Roers: Seconded.  
 
A Roll Call Vote Was Taken: 6 yeas, 0 nays, 0 absent.   
 
Motion Carried.  
 
Senator Kreun: Move a Do Pass as Amended.  
 
Senator Roers: Seconded.  
 
A Roll Call Vote Was Taken: 6 yeas, 0 nays, 0 absent.  
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Motion Carried.  
 
Senator Kreun will carry the bill. 
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Prevention of financial exploitation & financial institution's duty of confidentiality. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Attachment 1, 2, 3, 4 

 
Chairman Keiser:  Opens the hearing on SB 2179. 
 
Sen Judy Lee~District 13:  Attachment 1. 
 
5:10 
 
Rep D Ruby:  Do you know if the bank has the ability to question some of the transactions?  
 
Sen J Lee:  I’ll let others answer that but I do know that they have not had a process in place. 
 
Rick Clayburgh~President & CEO of the ND Bankers Association:  Attachment 2. 
 
12:50 
 
Rep Laning:  I assume you ran these amendments past Sen J Lee? 
 
Rick Clayburgh:  Yes I have & also Parrell Grossman. 
 
Parrell Grossman~Director-Consumer Protection & Antitrust Division:  Attachment 3. 
 
22:50 
 
Rep D Ruby:  What would this allow for the banks or your department for out of state scams? 
 
Parrell Grossman:  As the bank employee notices this, they have the opportunity to consult 
with their management & say we need to get involved to help the victim. 
 
Rep D Ruby:  Could the bank have been at risk under current law informing the family? 
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Parrell Grossman:  That’s the relationship between the banker & customer.  Yes, they could 
have faced some liability for sharing with a family member.  We removed that provision. 
 
Barry Haugen~Independent Community Banks of ND:  This is important; it is not a 
mandate & there’s immunity.  The feedback I receive from our member banks was that 
provides a road map & clarity that wasn’t there before.  The non-mandate & immunity are 
very important.  Having the front line is helping in dealing with fraud.  I urge a do pass on the 
bill & the amendment. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Anyone else here to testify on SB 2179 in support, opposition, neutral?  
Closes the hearing.  What are the wishes of the committee? 
 
Rep Bosch:  Moves the amendment. 
 
Vice Chairman Lefor:  Second. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  Further questions? 
 
Voice Vote ~ motion carried.  
 
Chairman Keiser:  The amendment is on the bill. 
 
Rep Bosch:  Move a Do Pass as Amended. 
 
Vice Chairman Lefor:  Second. 
 
Chairman Keiser:  The greatest financial exploitation going on today is through the mail.  
Seniors are getting asked for contributions & unfortunately, they are legitimate.  They start 
writing out the $5 & $10 checks & at the end of the month, they spent money they didn’t have. 
 
Rep P Anderson:  I agree with you. 
 
Roll call was taken on SB 2179 for a Do Pass as Amended with 10 yes, 0 no, 4 absent 
& Rep Bosch is the carrier. 
 
Mike Chaussee~Associate State Director for Advocacy with AARP ND:  Attachment 4. 
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